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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

NEWS IN BRIEF

GENOMICS

Full-genome RNAi profiling of early embryogenesis in 
Caenorhabditis elegans
To assemble a more comprehensive dataset of genes involved in 
the crucial stages of C. elegans development, Sönnichsen et al. 
have conducted a massive gene-silencing study, testing a library 
of double-stranded RNAs targeted against over 19,000 different 
genes and profiling phenotypes via time-lapse microscopy.
Sönnichsen, B. et al. Nature 434, 462–469 (2005).

STEM CELLS

Low O2 tensions and the prevention of differentiation of 
HES cells
Researchers working with human embyronic stem cells (hESCs) 
typically maintain them under standard culture conditions of 
5% CO2, even though the physiological environment of the 
mammalian reproductive tract is hypoxic by comparison. Ezashi 
et al. show that culturing hESCs in such hypoxic conditions (3–
5% O2) reduces hESC differentiation without affecting viability.
Ezashi, T. et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 102, 4783–4788 (2005).

SPECTROSCOPY

A concept for rapid protein-structure determination by 
solid-state NMR spectroscopy
Recent studies have shown that solid-state NMR can offer an 
effective approach for determining the structure of proteins 
that are difficult to crystallize, although this typically 
requires synthesis of several labeled protein variants. Lange 
et al. present a variation on this technique that allows rapid 
determination of a three-dimensional structure with a single, 
isotope-labeled protein sample.
Lange, A. et al. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. Engl. 44, 2089–2092 (2005).

RNA INTERFERENCE

A systematic analysis of the silencing effects of an active 
siRNA at all single nucleotide–mismatched target sites
Ongoing research into the process of RNA interference has 
demonstrated that total complementarity between a small 
interfering RNA (siRNA) and its target is not an absolute 
requirement. To identify where mismatches can be functionally 
tolerated, Du et al. systematically mutate each nucleotide in the 
sequence of two different siRNA-targeted mRNA transcripts and 
assess silencing efficiency.
Du, Q. et al. Nucleic Acids Res. 33, 1671–1677 (2005).

GENE REGULATION

Temperature-sensitive protein-DNA dimerizers
In previous work, Hauschild et al. demonstrated the generation 
of molecules containing a DNA-binding domain linked to a 
‘hook’ element that interacts with a DNA-binding protein of 
interest, selectively improving the binding affinity of the target 
protein. They now show that changes to the linker connecting 
these domains can confer temperature sensitivity, creating new 
possibilities for the design and regulation of these artificial 
transcription factors.
Hauschild, K.E. et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 102, 5008–5013 (2005).

interactions should be observed; furthermore, by simultaneously 
screening for several different cytokines, Stern’s team shows that one 
can very specifically characterize the nature of T-cell activation.

Stern is looking to apply this new technology to study immune 
responses to viral infection—specifically, vaccinia and dengue—and 
he sees this as a potentially powerful tool for quickly identifying 
immunogenic peptides from these pathogens. “My personal feeling 
is that the technology will be most useful if we can pick up responses 
in blood,” says Stern, “...and the sensitivity appears to be enough 
to pick up cells at a frequency that you might expect to find them 
in blood from a person who’s had a vaccine or been exposed to an 
infectious agent.” But he adds, “we haven’t actually tested peripheral 
blood samples from individuals [yet],” and this remains a priority 
for future development.

Nevertheless, this pilot study highlights the method’s promise in 
terms of both efficiency and economy. “The advantage of this tech-
nology in general is really that we’re parallelizing and miniaturizing 
existing assays, so they can be done on a larger scale,” says Stern. 
Initial experiments using a nonfluorescent, precipitatable detection 
substrate also suggest that even facilities without expensive array-
scanning equipment, could avail themselves of this high-through-
put diagnostic tool. “Potentially... you could put some blood or a 
blood product on it, process it, and just read the results by eye.” In 
the fight to stay one step ahead of the latest pathogenic threats, this 
could offer an important edge to clinicians and researchers on the 
front lines.
Michael Eisenstein
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Stone, J.D. et al. HLA-restricted epitope identification and detection of functional 
T-cell responses by using MHC-peptide and costimulatory arrays. Proc. Natl. Acad. 
Sci. USA 102, 3744–3749 (2005).
Soen, Y. et al. Detection and characterization of cellular immune responses using 
peptide-MHC arrays. PLoS Biol. 1, E65 (2003).

the design of specialized fluorescent probes by removing much 
of the trial and error that is inherent in present approaches. 
Furthermore, the use of hydrophobic group, will create a 
TokyoGreen that is almost freely membrane permeable.

To demonstrate these advantages of TokyoGreens, Nagano 
and colleagues developed a new membrane  permeable 
fluorescent probe for β-galactosidase that responds faster 
than a previously described probe. Nagano describes the new 
situation as follows: “Until now, fluorescent probes were 
mainly developed by trial and error. Our recent findings [allow] 
us to convert most chemical reactions into fluorescence off/on 
switching reactions by using appropriate fluorophores and 
adjusting the electron densities of electron donor moieties. 
Hence we can develop many novel fluorescence probes based 
on this rational design strategy.” They  now have preliminary 
results in applying their TokyoGreen strategy to other 
fluorophores, so it is likely that this research will result in 
many new and useful fluorescent probes.
Daniel Evanko
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fluorescence probes. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 127, 4888–4894 (2005).
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